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This paper investigates the characteristics of reflected and transmitted fields of a vector Bessel vortex beam
through multilayered isotropic media on the basis of the vector angular spectrum expansion, and presents the
effects of media on intensity, phase and polarization. The method is verified by studying the reflection and
transmission on a single interface at the vertical incidence. For both paraxial and non-paraxial incident beam cases,
numerical simulations of the field components and the time-averaged Poynting vector power density of the
reflected and the transmitted beams for the three-layered media are presented and discussed in detail. It is shown
that as the incident angle increases, the magnitude distribution of the reflected beams illustrates significant
distortions and no longer represents similar patterns to that of incident beam, whereas the magnitude distribution
of the transmitted beams can maintain similar profiles to the incident beam, apart from the notable distortion of
the central ring. For the same incident angle, the effects of media on the magnitude distribution for the nonparaxial case are more evident than those for the paraxial case. The results of phase distribution and polarization
of the reflected and transmitted fields show that as the incident angle increases, the distortion of the phase
distribution and polarization for the reflected fields are more significant, and the topological charge cannot
preserve. © 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (140.3295) Laser beam characterization; (080.2710) Inhomogeneous optical media; (070.2465) Finite analogs of Fourier transforms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bessel beams were firstly put forward as non-diffracting, exact
nonsingular solutions of the scalar wave equation in 1987 [1], whose
field amplitudes can be described by Bessel function of the first kind.
Although the ideal Bessel beams with infinite transverse extent and
energy cannot be produced experimentally, the quasi-Bessel beams
with finite size approximation can be generated by use of holographic
elements [2], an axicon [3, 4, 5], a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) [6], a
conical mirror [7] or a Digital Micro Mirror device (DMD) [8]. Because
of their special properties, such as non-diffraction [1], selfreconstruction [9] and superluminality [10], Bessel beams have
prospective applications in the fields of optical manipulation [11], the
design of optics devices, imaging [12] and communication [13]. Most
noteworthy, investigation results show that beams with orbital angular
momentum (OAM), which are also called vortex beams, have great
potential in improving the communication efficiency [14-16], hence
the high-order Bessel beams [17-19], which belong to a class of OAM
beams, are worthy of more attention.

Understanding the effects of various media on Bessel beam
propagation is an important premise to study the potential
applications of Bessel beams. Description of vector Bessel beams has
been provided by use of Hertz vector potentials and angular spectrum
expansion [20-25]. The interactions of other beams (including
Gaussian beam, Laguerre-Gaussian beam) with media [26-33] have
been investigated, especially the reflection and transmission on a
dielectric interface, or a slab structure through angular spectrum
expansion [26-30], two-dimensional Finite-Difference Time-Domain
(FDTD) approach [31], and Vector Cylindrical Wave Functions (VCWFs)
expansion of beams [32, 33] for the past two decades. For the Bessel
beam, Aiello studied the Goos–Hänchen (GH) and the Imbert–Fedorov
(IF) shifts with vector angular spectrum expansion [34]. Mugnai
analyzed the transmission through a slab in both scalar and vectorial
approximations [35], for the case of total reflection [36], as well as for
the case of reflection from the conducting and absorbing media [37,
38]. Novitsky studied the intensity transformation of a Bessel beam at
total internal reflection for a dielectric interface [39], as well as the
change of the size of vector Bessel beam rings under reflection [40].
As far as the multilayered or inhomogeneous media, which are
usually found in optical film technique, optical devices, and optical

communication fields, are concerned, although the reflection and
transmission of a plane wave in multilayered or inhomogeneous media
can be analyzed by the well-known Snell’s law and Fresnel formulas,
for the propagation of beams with a finite width, the problem becomes
complex, for example, Snell’s law and Fresnel formulas cannot be used
directly, and some special properties are exhibited in the reflected and
transmitted fields, including the nonspecular phenomena [41], the
lateral displacements [42] , and GH shifts [43]. With regard to the
propagation of Bessel beams in multilayered or inhomogeneous media,
Manela identified the intensity and phase properties in twodimensional periodic systems [45]. Novitsky investigated the reflection
and transmission spectra by the matrix approach and mainly
discussed the dependence of reflectivity on the normalized frequency
and the normalized radius in bi-anisotropic media [46]. With FDTD
and angular spectrum method, Elmaklizi studied the propagation of
Bessel beam in scattering media [47], while Zheng also did this work
using the angular spectrum method combined with slice-by-slice
propagation model [48]. Although some research on the propagation
of Bessel beams in inhomogeneous media is available in the literature,
the reflected and transmitted field characteristics of Bessel vortex
beams from multilayered isotopic media by vector angular spectrum
expansion method haven’t been reported systematically, which is the
purpose of this work.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The physical model, the
description and the numerical simulations of the incident high-order
Bessel vortex beam are presented in Section2.A and Section2.B,
respectively. The reflected and transmitted electric fields are expressed
by the vector angular spectrum in Section 3, as well as the polarization
is also described in this section. The validity of the method proposed in
the paper, the magnitude distribution of the field components, the
time-averaged Poynting vector power density, the phases and the
polarization for both reflected and transmitted beams are discussed in
Section4. Finally, Section 5 draws the main conclusions of our work.

In Fig.1, the coordinate values of the interfaces in the global
coordinate system are z  d0 , d1 ,..., d N 1 , d N . The refractive index
and the wave number in the jth region are n j and k j , respectively.
The magnetic susceptibility of each region is assumed to be unity. k
with k  k0 denotes the wave vector of the incident Bessel beam
and can be expressed as

k  kix xˆi  kiy yˆi  kiz zˆi  k x xˆ  k y yˆ  k z zˆ,
where k x  kix cos   k0  kix  kiy sin 
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B. Description of the incident Bessel Vortex beams
The electric field of a scalar Bessel vortex beam is:

Ei  ri , i , zi   E0 J n (kit 0 ri )eini eikiz zi ,

where ri 

(2)

xi2  yi2 , i  arctan( yi / xi ) , kit 0  k0 sin 0 ,

kiz  k0 cos 0 are the transverse and the longitudinal wave numbers,
respectively. 0 ( 0  0   / 2 ) is the half-cone angle, and n  0 is
the topological charge. The beam is paraxial, when the inequality
sin 0  1 is met; for the non-paraxial beam this condition is not
fulfilled. The time dependence factor of exp(it ) is omitted.
When the Bessel beam is incident on the interface with the angle  ,
with the help of angular spectrum of plane wave, the electric and the
magnetic fields of the vector Bessel vortex beam in the local coordinate
system can be written as:

1 2
 eˆ (kit ) A (kix , kiy )
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exp(i (kix xi  kiy yi  kiz zi ))dkix dkiy ,
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS
Bi ( xi , yi , zi ) 

A. Physical model
An incident vector Bessel vortex beam is considered on the interface
of air and N-layers isotropic media, whose physical model is shown in
Fig.1. The x  y plane of the global coordinate system ( x, y, z ) is
situated on the first interface ( z  0 ), and the principal incident plane
is the x  z plane. The local coordinate systems ( x , y , z )
  i, r , or t are attached to the incident, the reflected and the
transmitted beams, respectively, where the positive directions of the
z  axes are parallel to the central propagation directions of them. The
Cartesian unit vectors in the global coordinate system can be written
as xˆ  xˆi cos   zˆi sin  , yˆ  yˆi and zˆ   xˆi sin   zˆi cos  ,
respectively. The angle between zi and the z axes is defined as the
incident angle, which is denoted as  . Similarly, the angles  r and  t
represent the reflection and the transmission angles, respectively.
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are the polarization unit vectors of the angular

spectrum [26], and the complex-valued unit vector fˆ  f p xˆi  f s yˆ i
denotes the polarization of the incident beam, with fˆ  1 . Then, the
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According to the definition of polarization unit basis vectors in





Fourier space, eˆ (kit )

 1,2

are given in Appendix.

Considering the features of Bessel vortex beam, it is more
convenient to convert Eq.(3) into spherical coordinate system
(k0 ,  , i ) , that is

Ei (ri ) 
Fig.1. Schema of vector Bessel vortex beam incident on N-layers media.
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For the purpose of demonstration, by solving the integral expression
in Eq. (5) with numerical method, the magnitude distributions of field
components for both paraxial and non-paraxial Bessel beams are
displayed in Figs.2, 3. The polarization unit vector fˆ  xˆi and the
beam order n  2 are considered. The half-cone angle for the paraxial
o
o
Bessel beam is 10 , while for the non-paraxial case is 30 .

eikzr zr 2
 eˆ (kxr , k yr ,r ) R A (k xi , k yi ) 
2  1 
exp(ik0 rr sin  cos(r  r )) sin r cos r dr dr ,

(6)
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where R , T (   1,  p ;   2,  s ) are the generalized
reflection and transmission coefficients for both parallel and vertical
polarizations, respectively [49]. Their expressions are presented in
Appendix.
From Sell’s law, considering the phase-matching conditions in the
interface, we can express the relationship of transverse wave vector
components between the incident wave and the reflected wave, the
transmitted wave as k xi  k xr , k yi  k yr , r  i and

kxt  kxi /  , k yt  k yi , t  arctan(k yt / k xt ) ,   cos t / cos i ,
Fig.2. Magnitude distribution of the electric and the magnetic fields for
o
a paraxial vector Bessel vortex beam ( 0 =10 ). The unit of
magnitude is arbitrary.

respectively. Thus, the polarization unit vectors in reflected
coordinates and transmitted coordinates are written as

eˆ1 (krt )  eˆ1 (k xi , k yi ,  ), eˆ2 ( krt )  eˆ2 ( k xi , k yi ,  )

and

eˆ1 (ktt )  eˆ1 (k xi /  , k yi , t ), eˆ2 (ktt )  eˆ2 (k xi /  , k yi , t ) .
Considering the relationship between electric field and magnetic
field shown in Eq.(4), the complex magnetic field magnitudes of the
reflected and the transmitted Bessel beams also have the similar
expressions as Eq.(6) and Eq.(7).
It is known that the intensity of electromagnetic fields is related to
the time-averaged Poynting vector power density by I  S  eˆz  ,
where the magnitude S is given by:
Fig.3. Magnitude distribution of the electric and magnetic fields for a
o
non-paraxial vector Bessel vortex beam ( 0 =30 ).The unit of
magnitude is arbitrary.
As shown in Fig.2, for the paraxial case, the distribution of field
components Exi and H yi is circularly symmetric, while the other field
components are axisymmetric about the xi and the yi axes, and the
longitudinal field components Ezi and H zi have the similar profiles
o
but shifted by 90 . Because the field components Exi and H yi
dominate, the profiles of the total electric and magnetic fields Etotali
and H totali are circularly symmetric. The profiles of field components
in Fig.2 are similar to the results of Ref. [24], but the field component
E yi is replaced by H xi . However, for the non-paraxial case illustrated
in Figs.3, all field components are axisymmetric except for the field
component H yi which is circularly symmetric. The profiles of Etotali
and H totali are also axisymmetric due to the dominant field
components Ezi and H zi .
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It is sufficient to consider the magnitude of S for analyzing the
characteristics of intensity distribution. Since the angular spectrum of
the scalar Bessel beam has a Dirac function term about the half-cone
angle 0 , the expressions in Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) can be conveniently
reduced to one-dimensional integrals about the angle r ,t within the
range of [0, 2 ] . The results of the field components in Eq.(6) and
Eq.(7) can be evaluated with the numerical integration method.
In order to analyze the effects of the media on polarization, similar to
the definite of PER (polarization extinction ratio), the following
expression is used to describe the polarization characteristics of the
reflected and transmitted beam:

Pol  10 lg

 S
 S

zr ( t ), x

dxr (t ) dyr (t )

zr ( t ), y

dxr (t ) dyr (t )

,

(9)

3. REFLECTED AND TRANSMITTED FIELDS FROM
MULTILAYERED ISOTROPIC MEDIA USING VECTOR
ANGULAR SPECTRUM METHOD

where S zr (t ), x denotes the time-averaged Poynting vector power

Based on the vector angular spectrum expansion method, the
electric field amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted Bessel vortex
beams can be obtained by inverse Fourier transformation as:

components.
Meanwhile, in order to view variation of the longitudinal fields on
the propagation of Bessel vortex beam, a similar factor Polz is defined
and written as:

density caused by the main component of the reflected or transmitted
beam Exr (t ) , and S zr (t ), y means the corresponding element for the y

Polz  10 lg

 S
 S

zr ( t ), x

dxr (t ) dyr (t )

tr ( t ), z

dxr (t ) dyr (t )

.

(10)

4.NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
A. Verification of the method
As we know, Bessel vortex beam is made up of the coherent
superposition of a number of plane wavelets with same amplitude, and
their wave vectors have different azimuth angles, but they have equal
o
angles with the zi axis. If we set n  0 and 0  0 , the beam
degrades to plane wave. Thus, in order to verify the correctness of the
method provided in the paper, the reflection and transmission of zeroorder Bessel beam and plane wave incident on a dielectric interface are
studied by it. The refractive indexes on both sides of the interface are
set to n1  1.0 and n2  1.38 , respectively.

revealed that all the reflection and transmission coefficients for the
o
half-cone angle 0  0.0001 didn’t change with the azimuthal angle,
because for this case, beam is approximated to a plane wave.
Meanwhile, the values of these coefficients are well coincided with the
results directly from Fresnel coefficients. It is illustrated in Fig.4 that all
the coefficients are constant with the azimuthal angle, which is due to
all plane wavelets have the same incident angle (just equals the halfo
cone angle). However, when the incident angle is   30 , Fig.5
reveals that the reflection and transmission coefficients change with
the azimuthal angle for the bigger half-cone angles and for different
azimuthal angles, which is due to plane wavelets have different
incident angles in this situation.
It is interesting that, for the vertical incidence, if we set the half-cone
o
angle equals Brewster’s angle 0    54.0715 , the influence of
Brewster’s law on the reflection of Bessel vortex beam can be analyzed.

To better understand the physical process of the propagation Bessel
beam, the reflection and transmission coefficients for one interface
case are plotted in Fig.4 and Fig.5. Each figure contains four subgraphs,
which are corresponding with the reflection and transmission
coefficients Rp , Tp Rs , and Ts , respectively. The subscripts p and s
are for p-polarization and s-polarization. The horizontal axis denotes
the azimuth of the plane wavelet in the k domain.

Fig.6. Distribution of Reflected electric fields as the incident angle is 0
degree, and the half-cone angle equals Brewster’s angle.
The reflected electric fields are displayed in Fig.6. Unlike the results

Fig.4. Reflection and transmission coefficients of one interface for the
o
incident angle   0 .

of a plane wave incident with the Brewster’s angle, the p-polarization
vanishes; the reflected electric field E xr doesn’t disappear. For each
plane wavelet, in the corresponding incident plane, the incident angle
is just the Brewster’s angle, and the p-polarization of its reflected field
disappears. Whereas, this phenomenon is only effective in that incident
plane, not the plane of the paper. However, when we consider the xi polarization of Bessel vortex beam, the total result of the reflected field
component E xr , which is the superposition of all plane wavelets in
the plane xr oyr , doesn’t vanish.

Fig.5. Reflection and transmission coefficients of one interface for the
o
incident angle   30 .

Fig.7. Polarization of the incident vector Bessel Vortex beam, (a) and (b)
are two special locations.

In Figs.4 and 5, case1, case2 and case3 are corresponding to the halfo
o
o
cone angles 0  0.0001 , 0  5 and 0  10 , respectively. It is

in Fig.7 is used to explain the above phenomenon in more detail.

A schematic diagram of the incident beam on the plane xi oyi drawn

Considering the relationship between local coordinate systems
( xi , yi , zi ) and ( xr , yr , zr ) , the p-polarization of plane wavelets in
the plane xi ozi will vanish through reflection and has no contribution
on the electric field E xr , that is the case(a) in Fig.7, whereas, for other
azimuthal angles case, they all have contribution on the distribution of
E xr . For example, the p-polarization of plane wavelets in the plane

xi oyi (case(b) in Fig.7) also will disappear, but its s-polarization is just
along the xr axis, that is to say, it makes great contribution to the
electric field E xr .
B. Magnitude distribution of the reflected and transmitted fields
of three-layered media for the paraxial case
Three-layered media are considered whose layers’ refractive indices
and thicknesses are shown in Table1. The materials selected here are
often used to produce optical thin film. The wavelength and the
topological charge of the incident beam are considered to be
0 =0.5 m and n  2 , respectively. The polarization mode is the
same to that used in Figs.2, 3.
Table1. Refractive indices and thicknesses of the three-layered media.
Layer/Name of material

Refractive index

1/Silicon dioxide

1.38

2/Aluminium Oxide

1.63

thickness

5 m
5 m
5 m

3/Titanium Sesquioxide
2.35
o
For a paraxial Bessel beam, the half-cone angle is set to be 0  10 ,
o
and the incident angle is   30 . Figs.8, 9 display the magnitude
distributions of both reflected and transmitted field components, and
the unit of magnitude is arbitrary. It can be seen that all the reflected
and the transmitted beams consist of six field components. The
magnitudes of the transverse field components are still dominant in
the total field components.

Fig.9. Magnitude distribution of the transmitted electric and magnetic
fields from three-layered media.
In the reflected beam case shown in Fig.8, the magnitude distributions
of all the field components are no longer circularly symmetric or
axisymmetric due to the effects of the multiple reflection and
transmission in the media. Compared with the distributions of the
incident field components plotted in Fig.2, the distortions of the
magnitude profiles are very notable. The profiles of each field
component represent the overall reflection from the four interfaces of
the three-layered media. It can be seen that the field components E xr
and H yr , as well as the field components E yr and H xr have similar
distribution patterns, while the magnitude profiles of the field
components E zr and H zr also have similar distribution except for a

90o phase shift.
As shown in Fig.9, for the transmitted beam, except the field
components E yt and H xt , the magnitude profiles of other field
components have distribution patterns similar to those of the incident
field components in Fig.2, but the profiles of the field components Ext
and H yt are no longer perfectly circularly symmetric.
C. Magnitude distribution of the reflected and transmitted fields
for the non-paraxial case
Figs.10, 11 show the magnitude profiles of the reflected and the
transmitted field components for the non-paraxial case with a halfo
o
cone angle 0  30 . The incident angle is   20 .

Fig.10. Magnitude distribution of the reflected electric and magnetic
fields from three-layered media.

Fig.8. Magnitude distribution of the reflected electric and magnetic
fields from three-layered media.

Fig.11. Magnitude distribution of the transmitted electric and magnetic
fields from three-layered media.
Compared with the results of the paraxial case in Figs.8, 9, the
magnitude distributions of reflected field components in Fig.10 are
more distorted than those of the paraxial case. Unlike the paraxial case,
the magnitudes of the longitudinal field components E zr and H zr

also play important roles in those of the total field components Etotalr
and H totalr . For the transmitted beam, although the ratios of the
longitudinal field components Ezt and H zt to the corresponding
transverse field components Ext and H yt are bigger than the paraxial
case shown in Fig.9, the magnitudes of the transverse components Ext
and H yt are still dominant in the total field components. Meanwhile,
the magnitudes of the centers of the field components Ext and H yt
are no longer equal to zero.
From the distribution profiles in Figs.8-11, it can be observed that
the magnitude centroids of all the field components of both reflected
and transmitted beam have notable offsets in the positive directions of
the x (   r, t ) axes, which are mostly influenced by both the
thicknesses and the refraction indices of the media, as well as the
incident angle of the Bessel vortex beam. Nevertheless, the offsets are
not evident in the directions of the y (   r, t ) axes. The offsets of
the reflected beam are bigger than those of the transmitted beam.
Based on Snell’s law, the offsets of one ray in the x (   r, t ) axes
are illustrated by Fig.12.

those of the longitudinal components S z . The magnitudes of
Stotal are mainly decided by the longitudinal components S z . The
magnitude profiles of the longitudinal and the total components for the
incident angle   0o almost have the same circularly symmetric
distribution patterns to those of the incident beam, whereas a small
change in the profile of the transverse component S t is observed. As
the incident angle increases from   0 to   30 , the distortions
of the magnitude profiles for all components are becoming more
significant, but can still see the multiple concentric rings.
o

o

Fig.13 Variations of the magnitude profiles of the reflected beam
components of the time-averaged Poynting vector with the incident
angle for the paraxial case.

Fig.12. Schematic of reflected and transmitted rays in multilayered
isotropic media.
When only the primary transmission is considering, the offset canbe
obtained as
s t  x cos 
(11)
xq , The movement of beam along positive xt axis in
where x 
each layer xq can be obtained through the Snell’s law.
Substituding the paramenters in Fig.9 into Eq.(11), the offset of
transmitted field can be obtained, and its value is 7.952 , which is
well coincided with the numerical result in Fig.9.
In order to clearly view the intensity characteristics of the Bessel
vortex beam through the three-layered media, the magnitude
distributions of S for the incident, the reflected and the transmitted
beams are also simulated in next two sections.



D. Magnitude distribution of S

for the paraxial case
o

For the paraxial case, three cases for the incident angles 0 , 20

o

o

and 30 are plotted in Figs.13, 14. The first to third lines are the
transverse, the longitudinal and the total time-averaged Poynting
vector power densities S t , S z and Stotal , respectively.
For the reflected beam case presented in Fig.13, the maximum
values of the transverse components S t are ten times smaller than

Fig.14. Variations of the magnitude distributions of the transmitted
beam components of the time-averaged Poynting vector with the
incident angle for the paraxial case.
For the transmitted beam displayed in Fig.14, except for the
transverse components, other components for the incident angle
  0o have the same distribution patterns to those of the incident
beam. As the incident angle increases, the profile of the transverse
component is almost unchanged, but the magnitude distributions of
the longitudinal and the total components are gradually deviating from
the circular symmetry, especially their central rings.
Although the reflected and the transmitted beams have all four
transverse field components, which are different from the incident
beam case, the magnitudes of field components Exr , H yr and

Ext , H yt are still dominant in the longitudinal components. In other

words, the distribution profiles of the longitudinal components for
both the reflected and the transmitted beams, are similar to the
corresponding transverse field components.
E. Magnitude distribution of S

for the non-paraxial case

For the non-paraxial case, three cases for the incident angles 0 ,
o

10o and 20o are illustrated in Figs.15, 16. The parameters of the
incident beam are the same to those in Fig 11.

Fig.15. Variations of the magnitude profiles of the reflected beam
components of the time-averaged Poynting vector with the incident
angle for the non-paraxial case.

distributions for the non-paraxial case are more notable, and the
effects of S t on Stotal the magnitude distribution of are more
significant than those of the paraxial case, which are given in Fig.13.
For the transmitted beam results shown in Fig.16, with an increase
of the incident angle, the magnitude distributions of the longitudinal
and the total components have more obvious changes than those of
the paraxial case, especially the central ring, which is no longer circular.
Meanwhile, for the same incident angle, the distortions of the central
rings in the magnitude distributions illustrated in Fig.16(f) and
Fig.16(i), are more evident than those of the paraxial case.
F. Variation of phase for the main components E x of the
reflected and transmitted fields
Phase distribution can reflect the orbit angular momentum features
of the vortex beams, a discussion about the effects of multilayered
media on phase distribution is necessary.
For the vertical incidence of a paraxial beam, phase distributions for
the main electric field components E x  (   i, r , t ) in the planes
x  y are shown in Fig.17. Obviously, the phase contour of the
incident beam in Fig.17(a) consists of multiple concentric rings, just
coincides with the corresponding magnitude distribution in Fig.2(a),
and the phase value on each ring varies from 0 to 2 for two times.
The results in Fig.17 (b) and (c) show that the phase distributions of
the reflected and the transmitted fields E x (   r, t ) remain similar
to that of the incident beam.

Fig.17. Phase distributions for field components E x  (   i, r , t ) as a
paraxial vector Bessel vortex beam incident vertically on the threelayered media, (a)incident beam, (b) reflected field, (c)transmitted field.

Fig.16. Variations of the magnitude distributions of the transmitted
beam components of the time-averaged Poynting vector with the
incident angle for the non-paraxial case.
For the reflected beam shown in Fig.15, the magnitude distributions
of S t , S z and Stotal of the incident beam are no longer strictly
circular, but they are still axisymmetric. When the incident angle is
  0o , the magnitude distributions of the longitudinal and the total
components have patterns similar to those of the incident beam, but
they are more deviated from the circular symmetry. As the incident
angle is increased to 10 degrees, the magnitude distributions of the
longitudinal and the total components still appear to be multiple
concentric rings. However, it is clear that as the incident angle
increases further, the distortions of the magnitude distributions are
more notable and cannot maintain the concentric ring structure. In the
case of the same incident angle, the distortions of the magnitude

Fig.18. Phase distributions for the main electric components as a vector
Bessel vortex beam irradiates on the media with different incident
angles. Panels (a)-(d) are the results for paraxial case, while (e)-(h) for
those of non-paraxial case.
The effects of the incident angle on phase distribution are illustrated
in Fig.18 Panels in the first row are results for the paraxial case, and
others are for the non-paraxial case. It is concluded from Fig.18 that
distortions of the phase contours for the reflected fields are more
pronounced than that for the transmitted fields, and distortions for all

fields become more significant as the increase of the incident angle.
Whereas the phases on the innermost ring in Fig.18(a), (c), (e) and (g)
are basically able to maintain the shape similar to the incident fields.
Phase distributions of the transmitted fields almost keep the
concentric rings, even though the innermost ring gradually becomes
elliptical as the incident angle increases. It should be noted that for
most of the reflected and transmitted fields, compared to the incident
beam, the points of the center phase singularities or become larger, or
disappear. For the same incident angle, the distortion of phase
distribution for the non-paraxial case are more serious than that for
the paraxial case.
G. Pol and Polz of the reflected and transmitted fields
Using the definition in Eqs.(9) and (10), the values of Pol and Polz for
both the paraxial case and the nonparaxial case are calculated and
shown in Table2 and Table3.
As we know the polarization unit vector of the incient beam is
fˆ  xˆi , in other words, the electric field Exi is the main component.
From Table2, after the interaction between the beam and the media,
o
the components E x are still prominent for the incident angle   0 .
However, as the incident angle changes, the polarization components
E yr E zr increase significantly, whereas the polarization components

E yt , Ezt increase slowly.
Table2. Pol and Polz of the reflected and transmitted fields for paraxial
case (Unit:dB)
Incident angle
  0o   20o   30o
Four cases
Pol (Reflected fileds)
35.96
0.433
5.96
Pol (Transmitted fileds)

47.19

39.18

35.39

Polz (Reflected fileds)

25.04

7.9422

10.93

Polz (transmitted fileds)

21.86

21.45

21.31

For the non-paraxial case, all values of Pol and Polz are smaller than
o
the results of the paraxial case. For the incident angle   20 ,the
value Pol(Reflected fields) is -1.92, which shows that the polarization
component E yr predominate, besides, the Polz(Reflected fields) is also
very small, which illustrates the polarization component E zr increases.
Table3. Pol and Polz of the reflected and transmitted fileds for the nonparaxial case (Unit:dB)
Incident angle
  0o   10o   20o
Four cases
Pol (Reflected fileds)
15.61
6.31
-1.92
Pol (Transmitted fileds)

27.25

30.78

33.03

Polz (Reflected fileds)

12.57

6.21

1.15

Polz (transmitted fileds)

15.12

14.75

14.51

5. Conclusions
Reflection and transmission characteristics of a Bessel vortex beam
from multilayered media are studied on the basis of the vector angular
spectrum expansion and the generalized reflection and transmission
coefficients. The magnitudes of the field components of a linearly
polarized Bessel vortex beam are calculated for both paraxial and nonparaxial cases. It is shown that the magnitude distributions of the total
field components for the paraxial case are circularly symmetric, and
are mainly dominated by the magnitudes of the transverse field
components, but as the half-cone angle increases, the effects of other

field components on the total field components, especially the
longitudinal field components cannot be neglected.
The reflected and the transmitted electric fields are expressed using
the inverse Fourier transform integrals of the vector angular spectrum
in the spherical coordinate system and are solved by the numerical
method. Through studying the reflection and transmission on a single
interface, the method is verified. When the half-cone angle is equal to
the Brewster’s angle at the vertical incidence, the reflectied field
components are displayed and discussed. For the incident Bessel
vortex beams with the half-cone angles 0 =10o and 0 =30o , the
magnitude distributions of the field components, the time-averaged
Poynting vector power density, the phases and the polarization from
three-layered media are analyzed in detail. The results reveal that the
distortions of magnitude distributions of the reflected field
components are very notable, but the magnitude distributions of the
transmitted field components can still keep the similar patterns to the
corresponding incident beams to some extent. As the incident angle
increases, variations of magnitude distributions of the time-averaged
Poynting vector power density for the reflected beam become
significant, the total components for the paraxial case are still mainly
determined by the longitudinal components, while for the non-paraxial
case, the effects of the transverse components on the magnitude
distribution of the total components must be taken into consideration.
The magnitude distributions of the field components, and the timeaveraged Poynting vector power density in their local coordinates all
have evident offsets in the positive directions of the x (   r, t )axes,
which is greatly influenced by both the thicknesses and the refractive
indices of the media, as well as the incident angle of the vortex Bessel
beam. The distortion of the phase distributions for reflected fields is
more serious, and most phase singularies or vanish or increase.
Compared to the incident beam, the polariaztion of the reflected beam
changed seriously. The results of this paper may provide some
suggestion for the vortex signal receiving after the interaction between
vortex beam and media.
The method presented in this work can be used to analyse the
propagation characteristics of vector Bessel vortex beams with
arbitrary polarization mode in isotropic inhomogeneous media, which
may promote the tremendous potential application of the Bessel
vortex beam in many fields, such as vortex beam
communication, design of optical devices and optical thin films.

Appendix A
The polarization unit basis vectors are

eˆ1 (kit ) 

 UWc  (W 2  V 2 ) s  xˆi  V (Wc  Us ) yˆi 





2
2

ˆ


 (U  V )c  UWs  zi


. (A-1)
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 UWc  (W 2  V 2 ) s  2  V 2 (Wc  Us ) 2 





2
 (U 2  V 2 )c  UWs 



Here U , V and W denote kix , kiy , kiz , respectively. The
shorthands c  cos  and s  sin  are used, and  is defined as
  arccos( zˆi  zˆ) .
In the description of the reflected and transmitted fields, the R , T
are needed. The recursive form R of N-layers media is shown as:

R j , j 1 

R j , j 1  R j 1, j  2 exp(i 2k j 1, z (d j 1  d j ))

1  R j , j 1 R j 1, j  2 exp(i 2k j 1, z (d j 1  d j ))

The total transmission coefficient is:

.

(A-2)

N

T   exp(ik j , z (d j  d j 1 )) S j , j 1 ,
j 0

(A-3)

where

S j , j 1  T j , j 1 1  R j 1, j R j 1, j  2 exp(i 2k j 1, z (d j 1  d j ) 
.
The R j 1, j and T j , j 1 in Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3) are the Fresnel
reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively, and their detailed
expressions for both parallel and vertical polarizations can be found in
[49].
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